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The eyes of the country’s developmental disability communities and advocates both for and
against choice are on Illinois- or they should be. We are fighting the battle for choice - choice
from among the  full array of appropriate, quality service options to which our loved ones are
entitled by law.

The war on State Operated Developmental Centers (SODCs) and  private Intermediate Care
Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled (ICFs/DD) is a constant one. Illinois is the current
battleground, and whether we win here or lose may affect our loved ones across this whole
nation. Here in Illinois, choice is being restricted under the banner of ADA and Olmstead
compliance, and of course, “cost savings.”

In November, 2011, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn announced his Rebalancing Initiative.
Rebalancing means that SODCs will close in order to move dollars and services to the
community. The plan is an aggressive one with closure targets for 4 of 8 SODCs and relocation
of 600 severely disabled people into community settings in 2.5 years. The first two facilities
identified for closure were Mabley and Jacksonville. Families and Guardians pleaded for
reconsideration. The Commission on Government Forecasting and Accountability (COGFA)
voted against the closures. They knew that the plan was too precipitous and alternatives not
ready.

For the first time, the State ignored COGFA. The State hired Community Resource Associates,
CRA, and adopted as its own CRA’s plan for transitioning individuals from Centers to the
community- not to the community as we understood it in the past- but to the community of their
own vision- homes with no more than 2-4 beds. These could be foster homes which do not need
to be licensed  with care- givers who do not need to be trained. We found these restricted options
to be -not just illogical and dangerous- but illegal. 

After numerous requests for face to face meetings with the Governor were ignored, IL-ADD
finally secured a meeting with high ranking representatives of the Governor’s office. Just before
the first meeting, IL-ADD retained legal counsel, Judith Sherwin of Shefsky and Froelich, who
represented VOR in Ligas. Our hope was that in such meetings we could negotiate for an
appropriately cautious and legal process for transitioning any individual from an SODC. These
representatives dismissed our concerns and said, “we will follow the law.” But the process
proved otherwise.

Mabley was taken off the table for the time-being. The closure of Jacksonville began. IL-ADD
sat on the Jacksonville Closure Advisory Committee. We encouraged families to know their
federal and state rights which guarantees their choice including private ICFs/DD and (in Illinois)
SODCs. The pressure on families to cooperate with the process, to agree, to sign on the dotted
line... was chilling. My cell phone still has the recordings of “hot line” calls where some families



sought help during this terrible time.

The families who knew their rights and sought help eventually got the placements they chose.
Others may have been so frightened and intimidated that they caved under pressure. We filed a
Motion for Administrative Review in State court for, among other things,  failure of the Illinois
Health Facilities Services and Review Board to secure assurances from the DHS that there were
appropriate and geographically acceptable alternatives.  But that Board, already disposed toward
a closure vote,  met just a month before the targeted closure date. Then just a day before we filed,
the last 30 people were removed en masse from Jacksonville and the Court found our complaint
“moot.” We now have incident reports that indicate that there have been dozens of police
involvements, an incarceration, many dozen hospitalizations, psychiatric hospitalizations and
significant behaviors. Our Director of Developmental Disabilities has testified that he sees this as
“normal.”

Murray Developmental Center is the current target. After much deliberation concerning the
immense cost of a federal lawsuit and the uncertainty of how long it will last or how costly it may
become, IL-ADD voted to bring a federal lawsuit. 

Our attorneys filed our initial Complaint on February 19, 2013, and the Motion for Preliminary
Injunction on February 27. Nearly 100% of the Murray family guardians signed documents
forbidding CRA evaluations for community placement, so the first residents to move were wards
of the State. Murray staff, at risk of their jobs, came forward and stated that people were being
moved into dangerous or unhealthy situations against the recommendations of the Murray
professional staff. Our attorneys filed a Motion for Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) knowing
that it is a very high standard to meet. Two days before the hearing, an event predicted in our
Motion for TRO came to pass. Two individuals, one aggressive and one vulnerable were moved
to the same home despite warnings from Murray staff. In a 911 call, the CILA technician
explained that the two were fighting and she could not separate them. The incident culminated in
one going to the hospital. Both individuals, of course, were victims of inadequate support and
protection. The Police Chief said what we all believe, “The police cannot, and should not be
relied upon as a 24-hour solution to physical problems between mental health patients.”

Two days later we were granted a Temporary Restraining Order. Next will be an evidentiary
hearing. 

So now, we, just parents and siblings like you, are burdened with the cost of a federal lawsuit
with no end in sight - where even the Department of Justice has entered a Statement of Interest
against us. We don’t know the future. We have a good case, great attorneys, but no guarantees.  

Keep us in your thoughts and prayers.

Rita


